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1. Adjective

2. Noun - Plural

3. Adjective

4. Adjective

5. Pronoun

6. Coordinating Conjunction

7. Adverb

8. Adjective - Superlative

9. Interjection

10. Noun

11. Coordinating Conjunction

12. Pronoun

13. Verb - Past Tense

14. Adjective

15. Preposition

16. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

17. Interjection

18. Adjective

19. Adverb

20. Verb - Past Tense
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Mya Soukaseum-Mad Lib

There was a family that was very close and Adjective . There were three children, three Noun - 

Plural , and one cat in the family. The family cat was something of a devil. Those beady, Adjective

eyes, that flicking, Adjective tail, and that smug look he always had on his face. Pronoun would

always bite the children or eat food off the table when nobody was looking. Nobody liked the poor, ugly thing

because it did not want to be liked. He had been through many adventures, such as nearly drowning in a bath tub,

being dropped on the concrete many times, Coordinating conjunction having his tail run over by their

grandfather's old Chrysler. However the cat got hurt, he never wanted to die. It seemed as if he had nine lives. It

was summer vacation and the family was at their grandparent's house. One day however, it seemed as if the cat

would have died finally. The children were bouncing on their grandparent's trampoline when the cat, very

Adverb , snuck into the trampoline and bit the Adjective - Superlative child on the nose! "Oh mom,

he's got my face!" The other two girls tried to pry the cat off their brother, but the cat wouldn't budge. "The

devils got me! interjection !" Frantic, the sisters thought that bouncing on the Noun would get the

cat to loosen its grip. However, it only made the cat bite down harder. They continued bouncing and finally, the

cat lost its balance Coordinating conjunction stumbled in the middle of the trampoline. The brother wanted to

run away and cover his disgusting, bleeding face, but Pronoun wanted revenge even more. The children

closed the trampoline door and Verb - Past Tense the poor, Adjective cat. They didn't care if he died,

they only wanted revenge. They bounced the cat high above their heads and all they thought about was no mercy

. On the final and highest jump, the kids came flying Preposition on the trampoline and the cat went

flying,



right Preposition or subordinating conjunction of the trampoline. The children thought the cat would fall on his face

and run away, but he kept on going. The children were astonished at the cat as he was twisting and flailing in the

air. " Interjection !", screeched the cat as he flew and flipped through the air. Finally, the children heard a

thud and an Adjective silence followed. They all rushed quickly out of the trampoline and searched for

the cat. He seemed to be nowhere in the yard, when finally, they spotted him. The cat was lying on the diving

board of the pool, motionless. The children huddled around the cat and watched for a long time, hoping that

there would be some sign of life. After what seemed like forever, the cat twitched, made a hissing noise, and got

up. The cat glared at the children and Adverb Verb - Past Tense away. It seemed that on that day,

the cat lost another one of its nine lives and its pride.
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